
  



 

How To Be More Confident 

Break-Free From Fear, Insecurity And Self-Doubt And 
Finally Find Your Confidence 

 
Pete Fry 

 
 
Hi, I’m Pete Fry, a Performance Coach from the UK, and I help people 
improve their confidence. 
 
I started coaching in the fitness industry, helping people lose weight 
and improve their body confidence. As my knowledge and skills 
developed I started coaching people who had been through 
life-changing surgery or that were living with life-changing 

conditions and found that helping clients gain confidence was a huge part of their success. 
 
In 2016 I started working as a Personal Coach helping people overcome their fears and 
self-doubt and improve their confidence. 
 
I haven’t always been confident myself. I was a shy kid at school that used to stammer 
when pronouncing words beginning with ‘m‘ and remained shy until I was in my twenties. 
Things changed for me when I started studying martial arts – which turned into an 18 year 
journey of personal development. 
 
Since then I’ve developed the confidence to speak publicly, teach large groups, work in 
sales and go on to start two successful businesses. Every success I’ve had has been down to 
confidence. Fortunately, confidence is something I’ve learned you can develop over time 
through practice. 
 
Fear and insecurity often hold us back in life, and finding your confidence is key if you want 
to move forward and do the things you know deep down you can. 
 
In this short eBook I hope to shed some light on what confidence is and how to build it and 
help you develop the courage to face your fears and start building your confidence. 
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Fear, Anxiety, Insecurity & Self-Doubt 
 
When we lack confidence in ourselves or in the outcome of a situation we experience 
negative emotions like fear and anxiety, and have feelings of insecurity and self-doubt. 
None of these feel good and we’ll often go out of our way to stop feeling them. 
 

Fear 
 
Fear is the big one. As an experience based in the present, fear is very evident physically 
and is what we associate with our ‘fight, flight or freeze’ mechanism. When we’re 
experiencing fear the body literally responds chemically - adrenaline is released and we get 
ready for action.  In days gone by this may have meant getting ready to physically project 
ourselves but in modern times a person, event or conversation can trigger fear in us and 
make us go into this heightened state. 
 

Anxiety 
 
Anxiety is an emotion relating to the future, driven by the thought of experiencing 
something negative or uncomfortable. We can feel anxious about anything and it can often 
be associated with a feeling of not being able to cope with a specific outcome or situation 
in the future. 
 
Anxiousness can often lead to behaviours like eating, biting nails, scrolling through social 
media - anything that makes us ‘feel good’. These kinds of behaviours or ‘bad habits’ are 
more of a tell that we may be feeling anxious and less of a problem in themselves.  
 

Insecurity 
 
Insecurity is a feeling associated with our self-image - a lack of certainty or anxiety about 
ourselves. I’ve always looked very young for my age and when I was a teenager I was very 
insecure about it - little did I know or appreciate that it really wasn’t anything to be 
insecure about! We all have insecurities and knowing where they lie is the most important 
thing.  
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Self-Doubt 
 
Self-doubt is usually a feeling associated with our ability to do or achieve something. When 
we doubt ourselves we often don’t have any evidence that we can’t do that thing, but we 
believe it to be true anyway. This is a question of self-image. Often it’s only by getting out 
there and taking action that we change this belief, and when we do it we often wonder 
why we doubted ourselves in the first place! 
 
 

Fear-Avoidance 
 
When we’re in a place of fear, anxiety or self-doubt it’s common to avoid taking action 
because of how we think we’ll cope with the outcome, or because of what others might 
think of us. 
 
This lack of action only serves to keep our confidence where it is. We'll often tell ourselves a 
story as to why we haven't taken action, but it’s usually our fear-avoidance mechanism 
that’s stopped us in our tracks. Our mind is great keeping us ‘safe’ like this but is also 
stopping us from building our confidence and experiencing life in the process! 
 
Then when the cycle of fear-to-no-action repeats itself often enough we will start building 
beliefs like “we can’t” or “that’s not our thing” and ultimately build ourselves a reality that’s 
comfortable but limiting. 
 
Stepping outside our comfort zone is the key to improving our confidence, and we need to 
do it in the areas that will bring us the best results! It’s not easy though, and stepping 
outside our comfort-zone requires courage.  
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How To Manage Anxiety And Fear 
 

Learning to manage anxiety and act in the presence of fear are two of the best things you 
can do to improve your confidence. 
 
Please note - I’m not talking about acute or long-term anxiety here - purely the kind related 
to a lack of confidence. If you are suffering with long-term or acute anxiety it’s important to 
seek the right help from your doctor. 
 
Managing anxiety (about something happening in the future) requires the belief that you 
can cope with any problems that come your way and you can handle the outcome of any 
given situation. Some people refer to this as self-esteem. 
 
Worrying is something we all do as humans but burning up our emotional energy about the 
future doesn’t serve us, especially when we’re worrying about something relating to our 
ability - a job interview, a driving test, a date etc. 
 
Developing skills is a great strategy for improving our confidence but ultimately we need to 
take action and learn from our experiences. It’s only by getting through challenging 
situations that our beliefs about our ability to cope change. We win or we learn. 
 
Fear often stops us taking action and overcoming fear (in the present) is about using 
courage to take that action - a difficult thing to do when negative emotions are flying 
around.  

If you have anxiety about a future event ask yourself whether you’re being rational or 
irrational, and if something does go wrong, how bad would that actually be for you, in the 
grand scheme of your life. When was the last time you coped with something difficult and 
survived? 

If you're experiencing fear in the present, decide what the right thing to do is, then take 
action. Use values to drive your courage and be bold. What's the worst thing that can 
happen? 
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Remember no emotion is bad. Some are more unpleasant than others but they are all part 
of life - when we experience our emotions we are more alive. Learning to manage ourselves 
around negative emotions puts us back in control. Avoiding them or letting them run the 
show takes control away from us.  
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What Is Confidence? 
 
Confidence is an interesting thing. It’s a feeling of certainty, or a lack of inhibition, and 
something we experience in the absence of fear. 
 
There are many ways we can experience the feeling of confidence and there are often areas 
of life where we find ourselves naturally more confident. 
 
Broadly speaking, you can break confidence down into 3 areas - the physical, the 
emotional/social, and the intellectual. 
 
 

Where Are You Naturally Most Confident? 
 
It’s important to find the area(s) where you’re naturally most confident so we can find your 
biggest opportunities for growth. 
 
Physically you may be confident playing sports, working out, driving, dancing, DIY etc.  
 
On the emotional/social level you might be confident socially or as a parent. You might 
have great relationships at work but be less confident in a more personal or romantic 
setting, or vice versa. 
 
Intellectually you might have confidence in your knowledge of a subject, managing money, 
or planning events. 
 
We are all our own unique combination of any of the above areas and it’s important to 
know that confidence isn’t black and white. 
 
Confidence is something we develop through experience and socialisation ie. the things 
that happen to us and what we believe to be true about them and ourselves. 
 
Let’s look at each type of confidence in more depth… 
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Physical Confidence 
 
Physical confidence is one of the first things we notice about people - the way someone 
holds themself, talks and interacts with others can give a good indication of their physical 
confidence. 
 
It’s common to assume that people that are physically confident have confidence in other 
areas but this isn’t always the case. We might assume that because somebody looks 
physically strong that they are physically confident to but this isn’t always the case either. 
 
Developing physical confidence builds a strong foundation for our confidence as a whole 
and doing things that lift our confidence physically can give us a great boost. 
 
Think about a time when you got dressed up to go to a special event where you spent a 
long time getting ready and liked the clothes that you were wearing and felt good in them. 
You probably felt a little more confident than usual. 
 
Real confidence is more about what’s going on on the inside, but spending a little time 
sharpening up your appearance and then making it a habit to maintain it can do wonders 
for your self-image. 
 
Some more great ways to improve physical confidence are: 
 

● Workout regularly 
● Eat a healthy, balanced diet 
● Try out new physical activities often 
● Join a martial arts class 
● Take acting classes 

 
...the list goes on! 
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Emotional/Social Confidence 
 
Confidence can be described as a feeling but being aware of and in control of your 
emotions is both a cause and effect of confidence. Knowing that you can regulate your 
emotions under pressure helps you operate more confidently in high pressure 
environments. 
 
The outward sign of this kind of confidence is social confidence. Good communication skills 
and emotional intelligence underpin social confidence and help you understand the 
dynamics of a social situation and interact effectively. 
 
Extroverted personality types are often more naturally confident socially but this doesn’t 
mean they’re naturally emotionally intelligent too. Introverts are often less socially 
confident but can be very emotionally intelligent. There is no right or wrong. 
 
The good news is that anyone can develop their emotional intelligence and social skills, and 
the two go hand in hand. 
 
Some great ways to improve your emotional/social confidence are: 
 

● Put yourself in social situations regularly 
● Contribute to group conversions 
● Notice your emotions as they come and go 
● Don’t act in the presence of negative emotions 

 
This subject is huge, but hopefully these ideas help a little. 
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Intellectual Confidence 
 
Some people are naturally less physically and socially confident but more intellectually 
confident. Having confidence in your knowledge of a subject matter helps you perform at 
your best in situations that require great knowledge - imagine the confidence you’d have 
taking an exam with an in-depth knowledge of the subject. 
 
Some great ways to improve your intellectual confidence are: 
 

● Broaden your knowledge of your favourite subject 
● Start learning something new that’s mentally challenging 
● Teach someone about your favourite subject 
● Solve problems for yourself and others often 

 

Balancing Your Confidence 
 
When it comes to improving your confidence, real results come from knowing which areas 
you lack the most then going to work on them and it’s important to get the balance right: 
 

● Too much physical confidence might make you seem intimidating 
● Too much emotional/social confidence might make you seem manipulative and 

untrustworthy 
● Too much intellectual confidence might make you seem like know-it-all 

 
Once you get it right you’ll feel your confidence growing and other people will notice too. 
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How To Improve Your Confidence Step By Step 

When it comes to improving confidence there is a 3 step process that works well across the 
board: 
 

1. Develop knowledge and ability (competence) 
2. Deploy that knowledge and ability in a meaningful way (performance) 
3. Continue this cycle using experience and feedback to modify as we go (repetition) 

 
Step 1 - Competence 

 
Spending time developing our skills in the areas that are important to us builds a strong 
foundation for growing our confidence. Whichever area it is that you lack confidence, 
learning skills gives you the tools you need to overcome your problems. 
 
Guidance is important here. Learning the right skills to practice and how to practice them is 
essential for making great progress - when we learn to drive we’re taught what to do by an 
instructor who then oversees our learning process. Then we need to go and practice in the 
same way. 
 

Step 2 - Performance 
 

Once we have learned that new skill we then need to go and perform it in a more pressured 
environment to test it. This would be like returning to a driving lesson having practiced a 
particular maneuver, or taking a driving test. 
 

Step 3 - Repetition 
 
The final step in the process is repetition. The outcome of step 2 dictates what we do next 
and often, more practice and performance is required. This is not a bad thing - we learn 
from our mistakes and feedback helps us develop our skills to a higher standard, giving us 
the potential to perform better next time. 
 
 
The key part to all of the above steps is taking action. As much of an internal game that 
confidence may seem, taking action is an essential part of improving it and this requires 
courage. 
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Courage 

Confidence and courage are often confused with one another. Both are great qualities to 
possess but they are not the same thing.  

Confidence is a lack of inhibition or the knowledge that you can outperform any problems 
that come your way during any given task or activity; a feeling that everything will be 
alright. 

Courage is the ability to perform that task or activity in the absence of confidence. 

Confidence Vs Courage 

Confidence is something we are. It's something that is deep within us; a feeling that 
everything is going to go our way and if it doesn't, we can handle that too.  

Confidence is not a choice, it is an emotion we feel in the absence of fear. It lies deep within 
us and is gained through taking action, gaining experience, learning from our mistakes and 
keeping moving forward. 

Courage is different... 

Courage is something we do. When we act with courage we are unsure of the outcome and 
accept that the result may not be positive, but carry on regardless as we know it is the right 
thing to do. We need to use courage when faced with fear. Courage comes from a place of 
heart - a place where our values matter and drive our actions. 

Acting with courage provides us with experience that educates us - whatever the outcome, 
we know we are doing the right thing. 
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Courage Is A Choice 

Courage is a choice. Confidence is not. We can choose to act with courage but we cannot 
choose to act with confidence. We gain confidence from acting with courage. Courage is an 
action, confidence is a result. A cause and an effect. 

Choosing to act with courage by stepping outside of your comfort zone is therefore a great 
way to improve your confidence. When you experience a positive result from acting with 
courage you gain confidence, and repetition of this experience will increase your 
confidence further until it becomes second nature.  

Confidence is something we have control over and we can improve it by stepping outside 
of our comfort zone more often, working with our strategy towards our goals. 

Good things happen outside of our comfort zone and we often have to do it to achieve our 
goals. Plan your next step then take it - get help if you need to - but use courage and you 
will be rewarded. 

A Word On Persistence 
 
When looking to improve confidence, persistence plays a key role.  
 
Sometimes we’ll act with courage but we won’t always get the result we want. This is par 
for the course, but also the easiest time to give up. The bad experience, the perception of 
looking bad or experiencing something unpleasant can seem like a great reason to stop. 
 
Confidence comes from persistence, taking the hits as they come, adjusting the strategy 
and then using more courage to take action. 
 
Sometimes quitting on our goals seems like the only thing to do, but what if one more 
attempt is all you need to succeed? 

If you experience a negative result from your actions, it's important to question why things 
didn't go your way. Never take results personally. In the words of Maxwell Maltz - “You 
make mistakes, mistakes do not make you.”  
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Changing your strategy is perfectly acceptable too. Get help if you need to. Try again and 
learn again. 

In the words of the great Napoleon Hill - "Failure cannot cope with persistence.".  

Practice, Performance & Repetition 

When you notice the areas where you’re holding yourself back because of fear, insecurity or 
self-doubt and then use courage to take action, you will be moving towards your goals. 
Remember, short-term results are far less important than long-term action. 

Getting out of your comfort-zone regularly in a meaningful way is crucial in building your 
confidence. You don’t have to do super-scary things every day, but having that difficult 
conversation, doing a tough workout, applying for that new job etc are all ways of pushing 
yourself and performing better. 

Building this habit of performance will help you stay on your A-game, take bigger action 
and do the things you may otherwise have avoided, ultimately leading to your success. 

Good luck! 
 
Your coach, 
 

Pete 
 
PS. If you have any questions you can email me at pete@petefry.co.uk 
 
PPS. If you need more specific and personal help, why not book a free 30 minute 
Confidence Coaching call - click the link below to learn more… 
 
http://www.petefry.co.uk/confidence-coaching 
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